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ABSTRACT
In the analysis of large-scalt.: social networks, a central prob[COl is how to discover how members of the network to be
analyzed an..: related. Instant messaging (Hvl) is a popular and relatively new form of social interaction. In this
paper we stud...· It"1 communities as social networks. An obviolls barrier to such a study is that there is no (Ie facto
measure for how closely any pair of members of such a com·
munity are associated to describe the link information. "Ve
introduce se"eral such measures in this paper. These proposcd measures are obtained solely from the status logs of
Ii'I users. The status log of an 1M IIscr is a list of pairs of
t.he forlll (time, state), where state is an element of a small
set, such as {online, 0/ fline, busy, away}, and time is the
time at which the member switched into that stat.e. Ilesig
et al. show /12J that, in spite of their silllplicitr, status logs
contain a great deal ofstrudure. Since any pair of 1M users
can instant mcss<\ge each other only if t.hey are both online
at the same time, it seems reasonable to guess that any two
Iivl users t.hat are frequently online at the same time may
in fUCI be fn..- quently instant messaging each other. This hypothesis forms the basis of each of our assodation measures.
For a chosen population of 1t>.1 users, we compare the social
networks obtained using our relationship measures to the social network formed in Lh'eJournal (www.livejournal.com)
by the same population. LiveJournal is a blogging community lhat allows users to explicitly name ot.her LiveJournal
users as associates. The network obtained by these association lists thus acts as a control of sorts for validat.ing our
It>.l-bused association measure.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Instant messaging (It>.I) is a popular form of computer-based
communicat.ion. l3y definition, 1t...1 is a communications SCI'\'ice that cllables its users to create a kind of private chat.
room wil h another individual that allows communication in
real time O\'er the Intel'llct, similar t.o u telephone conversation but (typically) using text rather than voice. The in-
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stunt. mess<~ging system alerts its users whenever somebody
on their private list is online. Users can then initiat.e a chat.
session wit.h that part.icular individual [11. Ii'I t.echnology
lets users communicat.e across networks, in remot.e areas,
and in a highly pervasive and ubiquitous manner. Industrial and governmental organizat.ions are very interested in
understanding the nature of broad knowledge-sharing networks that exist within t.heir organizat.ions. 1M communicat.ion is fast becoming a standard plat.form for such networks.
Apart. frOIll a fundamental inlerest in knowing "who I.M's
whom and how often'!" it is also useful as a test b<.'<i from a
social net.work analysis viewpoint. From a data mining perspective, 1M produces data at many levels of det.ail, ranging
from state-change 10b"S to t.ext messages, and the data at
each of these le\'els are rich in information. The problem
of COllecting, analyzing, and exploring this data has, until
recently, gone mostly unexplored. Even the right questions
t.o ask of them ure not yet established, to say nothing of
t.he algorithms required to effident.ly answer the 'lucstions
once they are posed. The IMSCAN framework is one such
attempt t.o formulate and attempt. solutions for sllch questions.
In this paper we focus on lhe particular problem of how to
ext mct and unalyze social relationships between the users of
an 1i\1 service using the IMSCAN framework. A colk--ct.ion
of such relationships bel\n.'en members of a populat.ion is
culled u social network. Social networks are widely st,udiL"<I,
alt.hough often they are notoriously hard t.o analyze in any
greut depth. There arc innumerable ways in which overlapping social nelworks can be derived from a population. This
derivative is primarily dependent on the metrics used to determine the relationships. For instance, in a given group of
people, any two people A and [J could be considered related
if .A is the parent of B or if A knows D on a first-name basis or if A and B ever during June 2004 dined in the same
rt.'staurant.. Relations can be eit.her bi~ or llni- directional.
They can also be weight.ed; For instance, we could declare
t.hat the degree to which A and lJ are relat.ed is the numbel
of times during June 2004 t.hat A and JJ dined in the same
restaurant at the same time. In each case, however, when
we talk of a. social net.work, we usually intend for the relation defining the network to indicate the degree to which
wme kind of meaningful social relat.ionship exisls between
the members of the network (in the case of non-weighted
relat.ions the degree to which t.wo members are relat.ed b
either absolute or nonexistent).

A major problem one encounters in con~idering ~ocial networks among I~r users is the lack of a de facto standard for
what constitutes a relationship between any pair of users.
Some 1M services, such (U; AOL, provide client software that
allows u~ers to dctiignate lists of "buddil;:'ti." In this setting,
it would be natural to say that two users are relc\ted if one
lists the other as a buddy. Unfortunately, buddy Iitit:; ure
not published, so in order to obtain a collection of them one
has to contact each author of each list. Thus, it is not practical to use buddy lists as the basis of a large-scale, 1M-based
sodal network.
Fortunately, many 1M services, including AOL, constantly
track the state of each user relative to the Ii\l service. At
any given time, each AOL n·r client declares itself to be in
one of four states: online, busy, away, or offline. This status
data, along with the time at which a given client transitions
from one state to another, is published electronically and is
available online to an.y lIser of AOL's 1M service. It is thus
possible to track the state of a population of AOL ad users
O\'er a period of time. In spite of the simplicity of this data,
Resig et al. (12) showed that a great deal of structure exists
in a typical population of AOL 1M users that are monitored
oyer a period of time.
It seems reasonable to us to use these status logs as the ba.."is
of a measure of the degree t.o which any two AOL 1M users
are related. For instance, any pair of such users can instant
message each other only if they are online at the same time.
In this paper, we propose several measures of the degree to
which 1M users are related based on how frequently they are
online at the smile time.

Defore using our mea.sures to extract social networks, whose
structure would then be further analyzed, it is important to
know just how well they represent any kind of real social
bond betwl..'C1l users. For instance, just because two users
are fnxjucntly online <.It the samc does not mean that they
arc ever talking 1.0 each other, milch less that they know
each other. \Ve assumc that users can communicate with
each other only if they are in the online status. Some lr-.r
services allow users t.o be in "Away" status or " Dusy" status
and communicate. This docs not preclude the methods we
describe, though we do not consider it in our current anal·
ysis. \Ve attemplcd to validate our measures by comparing
them to allother social net\vork, which comes from the blog·
ging web site Li\'eJournal ovcr the same set of users whose
IM usage we study. Li\'eJournal lets users publish buddy
lists online. Thus it pro\'ides liS with a social network where
the relationships are stated explicitly by its members, and
thus seems like a reasonable source of control data. In this
paper, we present our measures and compare the relat.ionships ext.rnded by them to the relationships that exist ill
the LiveJournal network.
Organization: In the next section we describe the data collectl..'<i and olltline some preliminary terminology. \Ve then
describe two experiments we conducted t.o generat.e the community graph bw;cd on 1M statlls log correlations. In Section ,1 we describe a clust.ering based approach to link discovery and compare t.he links discovered with t.he Livejournal.com dataset. \\'1..' conclude with a sl..'Ction on the results
obtained and discuss the challenges for link disco\'ery in Ir-.I

networks.

1.1

1M Traffic Mining: Privacy Concerns and
Cyber-Security Issues

Privacy concerns and erber-security are two closely relat.ed
issues. Governmental and interg:o\<ernmental organizat.ions
such as the G8, the US Government, and the Council of
Europe (CoE) have been working to ensure lawful access
t.o publicly available traffic data.; yet all three have been
criticizl..'<i for adopt.ing ambiguous and problematic policies
and dosed door approaches [13, 4].
Within all existing communication media there are t.wo broadly
rlefined types of monitoring systems: 1) traffic-based and 2)
content monitoring. Telephone call monitoring and analysis
of call data has bt.'Cn under the purview of go\'ernment organizations for a long time, and ill most cases traffic monitoring is considered less invasive. The directives within the recently tabled U.S. Government's Pat.riot Act intend to bring
cable and Internet service traffic under the same purview as
telephone networks. Its a major concern if such survcillance
attempts to eavesdrop on the actual content being communicated. The CoE "'Convention on Cyber Crime'" defines
traffic data as "any computer data relating to a communication by means of a computer system, generated by a
computer syst.cm that formed a part. in the chain of communication, indicating the communication's origin, destination,
route, time, date, size, duration, or type of underlying service." [5] The Ii'vISCAN framework is not invasive and does
not have content monitoring capabilities. There are several
issues in 1M mining that arc pertinent. fol' link discovery
and graph based social network anal.ysis. Ability t.o llllderstand and mine inst.ant messaging networks is an import ant
problem from the cyber-security perspecti\'e, and displays
se\'eral challenges including but not limited to: graphical
reprl..osentation, relationship extraction, link-disco\'ery-based
community detection, and pattern learning [111. Graphical
representations of overall 1M networks require techniques
for processing large graphs. Relationship extraction based
on sparse conversational evidence requires estimating who
talks to whom based on probabilistic models.

2.

DATA OVERVIEW

Instant messaging, a social-based communication medium,
provides us with extensive social network information concerning its users. Concerning Instant :\Icssnging social network data, many different media exist from which pert inent
information can be extracted.
There exist two major types of link data, as related to instunt messaging networks. The most useful, und hardetit t.o
acquire, of which are buddy Ibis. \Vhenever a user signs up
with an instant messaging network, they are given a list in
which they can mark users as being a friend. This information is, generally, stored on the central messaging server
and is distillt..'<i to the client, once t.he lIser has authenticated
themselves. Until that point, t.he link information is kept
completely private. Another form of link information, that is
more readily availa.ble, is that of 3rd party social-networking
web sites, which allow users to prO\'ide their instant messaging contact information in their personal profiles. The most
interesting aspect of the 3rd party web site is the fact that

Figure 1: Graph of communities within the pruned IS-in and IS-out link social network. Communities a.e
represented as circles, the number inside of them representing the number of users within the community.
The links passing from the circles represents the flow of loose connections (only an in or an out link) between
the communities.
Sample Tracking Data'
Time (s)
User
Status
15
User2 Online
45
Userl Offlillc
60
Uscrl Online
130
User4
Away
160
UserS
Idle

the information !HO\'id<.-'<! is readily, and easily, accessible t.o
the public.
\Ve collected data from a 3rd party social network (due to
its easy ac(;cssibility) calk>d LivcJournal. LiveJournal users
ha\'e the ability to mark other LiveJournal users as being
a 'friend' of theirs, thusly creating a so(;ial net.work of associated users. This associations form t he basis for links
within the social network, with each of the users being a
vertex. Users can also provide information pertaining to
their personal account, such as their Instant ~'Iessenger user
Hames. Over 200,000 user names and their assodated 111
names were collected.
S'unple Saci'll Network DahlFriends
USCI'
Userl
User3 User5 User7 Userl8
User2 Uscr3 User4 User8
User3 Userl User2 Userl9 User30 User31
User4 User2 User6 User 19 User20
In order to prune the dataset, and find an ideal group of
users to colk-'Ct status data on, users wit.h a minimum in and
out link degree of 15 were chosen, leaving us with a group of
4878 users. A group of users, of this particular size, was ideal
due to the bandwidth constraints that currently exist within
the It\1 trtl.cking nlJl.work. In order to keep the amount of
traffic to a manageable le\'c1, the number of selected users
was kept below 5000. Once these users were select<.'<I., they
were then tracked using our IIvI tracking framework [12J for
25 days.

Pruned Network Information:
Vertices
4878
Edges 309953
Diameter
22
Avg. Shortest Distance
6.009
One method which was used to analyze, and view, the distribution of users within the LiveJoUl'nal sodal network was
the development of 'communities', Figure I. Communities
are defined as: Croups of users who luwe both an in and
out link to each other. Unlike cliques, all users of a community do not have to have reciprocated links with every other
user, simply having reciprocated links with an user within
the community is enough to warnmt being a member of thc
(;ommunity.

3.

CORRELATION BASED LINK DISCOV-

ERY
3.1

Overview

In this section, we attempt to correlat.e user activity in AOL
instant messaging: status logs with the distribution of links
in the LiveJournal graph. One motivation for studying t.his
problem is that, if instant messaging user activity did correlate in some way with the links in the Live.Jomnal graph, we
could use the Live.Journal graph to train a system that extracts links betwcen users using only the instant messaging
st.atus log as test input.
\Vc d<."Scribc two experiments: In the first, for each user in
the LiveJournal graph, we compare the number of seconds
that user was online on AOL 11\'1 to the ollt.-degr<."C of the
node in the Li\'e.Journal graph corresponding to that user.
In the second, for each pair of users in the LiveJournal graph
(not necessarily linked), we measure the degree to which the
pair's 1M online is synchronizt..'<I. to whether the puir is linked
in the LiveJornal graph.

3.2

Experiment 1: Comparing 1M online presence to LiveJournal popularity
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Figure 2: In and Out-Degree distributions for the

LiveJournal social network data.
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Figure 3: Log(x) In and Out-Degree distributions
for the LiveJournal social net.work data.
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Figure 4: The amount of time the user spent online
versus the number of out-links the user has in the
LiveJournal graph. There appears to be no correlation between the amount of time spent online and
the number of out-links.

In the first experiment, for each user, we count in the instant
messaging activity log the amount of time in seconds the
user was online and the number of times the user changl.'CI his
or her statu:s to online from some other state. \Ye matchl.'CI
this data to t.he numbcr of out-links in the Li\'eJournal graph
the USCI' has. \Ve define the users that these links point as
the neighbors of that user. Figures 3.2 and 3.2 graph the
amount of time the user spent ouline (respectively, number
of times the user moves into the online state from .some
other slate) by the number of out-links the m;er has in the
LiveJournal graph. The graphs show that there appears to
be no correlation betw(,>en the amount of time spent online
and t.he number of out-links.

3.3

Experiment 2: Comparing the degrees to
whieh pairs of 1M users are online at the
same time to LiveJournallinkage

In the second experiment, we measure the degree to which
each pair of users is, according to the 11\1 status log, online
at. the sarne t.ime. \Vhen we say that the degree to which a
pair of users (x, y) is online at. the same time is n, we mean
that then~ are n poinl.:; in time at which x or y goC$ (or both
x and y go) online from SOlne ot.her state, and both x and
yare online. \\'c use this measure of fn.'quency rather t.han
simply counting the number of seconds x and yare online
at the same time hl..-'C<luse if x and yare both online at tilllC
t and the time-sampling frequency is small then it is very
likel.\, that x and 'Y will still be online at time t + L
After measuring the degree to which each pair of users is
onlinc at thc same timc, we divide the p,~irs into two subpopulation:s: one of all pairs that arc linked in the LiveJournnl graph, and one thut has all pairs t.hat are unlinked. We
then compare the dist ributions cOl'l'esponding to each population of the degrees that pairs of users are online at the
same tilile. Figure 3.3 sho\\'s that the two distributions arc

Figul'e 5: The number of times the user moves into
the online state from some other state versus the
number of out-links the user has in the LiveJournal
graph. There appears to me no correlation between
the number of times the user moves into the online
state from some other state and the number of outlinks.

(,>:)sentilllly thc same. Note thut, because the populations of
the two groups is very differellt (there are approximately 9J
t.imes as muny pairs of users in the unlinked subpopulation
as there are in the linkcd sllbpopulation). Although the tails
of t.he two populations are different, we suspect this is be-cause the llulinked population is much lurger thun the linked
population und so has a smoother distribution,

4.
4.1

CLUSTERING BASED LINK DISCOVERY
Overview

This section is devoted to the study of techniques to re<.:ovcring associations between users from lheir observed behavior
by first clustering PO] them based on the slal\ls logs.
Clustering allo\\'s the reconstruct ion of an optimal set of
groups to repre:senl the original dataset, The groups are
formed such that members within euch group me as similar
to each other as possible aud members ill different groups
are different from each other. The degree of similarity, or
the metric is based on some characteristic of the data:;et.
\Ve examine the argument that the links between users can
be reconstructf;.'CI using clustering. The distance metric is
reasonably basl.'<.i 011 similarities in the behavior of any two
users. The more inter·linked the bchavior of two users, the
great.er the pos:sibility that they are related in a larger frame
of reference,
The objl..'Ctive i:s to cluster Hvl users based on their behavioral
patterns. Similarity is assumed t.o exist between cvery pair
of members in the same cluster.

4.2

Formulation

3. The degree of similarity is the least when the behavior
of the two users being comparl.>d, is unrelatt.'d. The
degree increases in proportion to an increa.se in the
correlation

"

!

4.3

Information-theoretic co-clustering

Information-theoretic co-clustering [3] is an implementation
of the co-clustering class of algorithms [8]. It is a nonhierarchical and iterative method, similar to t.he k-means
dustering algorithm [9J. Information-theoretic co-clustering
algorithms simultaneou.'Sly cluster both dimensions of the
data set. The algorithm provides a clustering function that.
clusters rows, incorporating column clu.'Ster infornlation and
vice versa.

Figure 6: This graph plots two sub populations. The
first contains all pairs of users who arc linked in the
LiveJournal graph. The second contains arc pairs of
users who are not linked in the LivcJournal graph.
The x-axis represents the amount of time a pair is
commonly online via the "degree of time online"
measure described in the text. The y-axis represents the frequency (as a fraction of the size of the

subpopulation the pair is a member of) that a pair
having the given x value exists.

Information theoret.ic co-du.'St.ering was the comparal ive technique of choice to ml.'et some of the requirements imposed
for determining similarity between users. It sat.isfies t.he requirements for both an internal and external method. The
internal method provides a view to compare how similar two
users are provided the act.ions are unbiast..'<l and independent
and the externalmclhod can be used t.o compute the similarity under the dependence constraints as mentioned earlier.
Howeyer, the drawback is t1wt it can only provide hard 01"
non-overlapping c1u.'Stcrs. Like k.means, the algorithm also
requires to be seeded with an initial value describing the
number of groups for each dimension k ruw and k co /. In that
respect, it is a sub-optimal solulion to our problem l .

The graph shows

that the distributions for both populations are not
significantly different.
Con~ider a data set X consisting of N users (aI, U2, a:l, .... UN)
under observation over a period of time (range [0, TI). Each
tuple represents user-status at time t.

The objective is to group users al to aN int.o clusters based
on similarity ill status-change behavior. Users within the
samc cluster suggest a strong association and are likely to
haye a link between them. In ot.her words, clustering would
provide us with a single or multiple valut.'d function J(a)
such that. .1(0;) assigns user a, to some clusters out of ei..k
clusters, where k is the number of possible clusters. Such a
clustering scheme is refern..x1 to as soft clustering sincc user
(l, is allowed to be a member of more than onc cluster. For
the purpose of link discO\'ery from clusters, we define a link
to exist between a pair of I~r users as follows: Definition
Users (1; und (lj are considered to be linked if, 3 some dllster
C k , such that, bot.h (l,&a.j E C k •
The above definition
suggest.s the following requirements of a clustering algorithm
to be applicable for link discovery:
1. Since the notion of links is symmetrical the distance
metric llS(,><! in the clustering has t.o out put. a distance
between two users.
2. The method should be capable of providing a global
perspecti ....e when determining the relationship between
any two users. In other words, t.he method should be
able t.o !e\'crage the transitive nature of relat.ionships
between attributl.'S (here users) as suggested by previous efforts in clustering categorical data [2, 6, 7, 141.

4.4

Experiments and results

The user status log is transformed to highlight interconnect.ed bdlavior between users. This informatioll is used for
the further experiment.s.
The strategy adopted to discover Jinks i.'S t.o find palterns in
the manner in which users chunge to the online sl ate and
stay in t.hat state for an extended period of time. Dased on
our knowledge of the inst.Allt messaging protocol. a user is
only likely to be interacting with another user if they are
both in the online stat.e. The assumption that continued
interaction may only take place when both users are online
is for convenience, and dol.'S nol accurately reRl."Ct the usage
of the J~I network.
Data set X is pre-processed to give an int.ermediate relation
The relation has dimensions N by N. Each cell X,j, in
the relation is a measure of the degree to which the belHwior
of llsers fl, and Qj correlate.

X,.

One way to represent the behuvior of every pair of users is
to define Xij as the number of t.imes users 0., and n.j were
found to he online t.ogether, every t seconds over the entire
time period [0, T] spanning the experiment.
Optionully, this score could be weight.ed by:

1. Reducing it in proportion to the amount of activity in
the background. Thus, scores accumulated will be a
lot lower if two users are online during peak periods of
activity.
1 Determining the ut.ilit.y of other clustering techniqul.'S is an
area for further exploration,

k

(rows)
50
100

250
500
750

k
(columns)

50
100

250
500

1000

750
1000

ISDn

1500

Jinks
recovered
258,G16
169,292
9,1,116
'19,720
31,080
25,458
14,848

links
verified
2,890

1,926
1,179
723
4'11
335
235

precision
(%)
1.117
1.113
1.252

1.454
1.418

1.315
1.582

Table 1: Clustering based similarity is dependent on
the number of clusters.

2. Reducing it if the t.wo users stay online togel.her for
increasing amounts of time. Thus, l:Ill event where two
users come online together for a short. period of time
has a greater weighting o\'cr a pair that remain online
together for relatively greater lengths of time.
The score is intendl.--d to be a function of the probability of
a pair of users interacting with each other.
\Ve then proceed with clustering data set ..:\;/ to give groups
of users for variolls values of k. It can be observed from the
results describt.>d in Table 4.4 lhal.. as the size of k increases
the stn..:ngth of silnilarity between users declines. This in
turn validates 1 he results we obtained in t.he previous section
since it. clearly indicates the transient nat ure of the definition
of similarity in this context. Hencc, under the assumption of
indepeudellce of user actions, if direct or int.ernal distances
between pairs of users would have been good measures, the
memberships would have remained invariant as k increased.
Since the notion of similarity is not correcl..ly captured by
the cxistiug clustering methods, we argue that Illore effort is
required to correctly define the notion of similarity (perhaps
focusing more on external distances as suggested by Das et
aJ. 12] and Canti et al. 161) for cntegorical datasets such as
1M stat.us logs.

4.5

Discussion

LiveJournal provides it's own plane of reference within whicb
to create imd grow social communities. However, the primary motivation is not the definition of general communities, but communities of bloggers and blog readers. Thert....
fore, LiveJournal is not a definitive source for verifying links
and it is difficult to draw conclusions. Ncvertheless, the very
poor precision of lhe proposed strategies ill applying clustering is disappointing. Ole that it is not possible for two
users to comnHlllicale wit h each other, if they are not in
the online state together. Thi:; of COllTse only implies tbat
if two users are online together, lhe probability that they
are Iillked inCl'case~. \Ve cOllcluue that further efforts are
requirt.'<:! to accuralely model this relationship.
Additionally, investigaliun is also required into clustering
(including soft clustering) methods before any claim of success can be made in the recovery of information of sodal
COllll1ltlllities \.Ising clustering. It is also important. to pro\'ide the ability to determine the accuracy of any proposed
model lhat is used to discover patterns in the I~I datu for
link recovery. The authors are acti\'cly researching alterna-

tive sources that can help recover and verify links.

5,

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we defined and investigated two metries 1.0
formulate the process of link disco\'ery in social networks
such as instant messaging services. \\'e first introduced the
problem of defining the various ways in which relationships
can exist between a set of instant messaging users. Then
we SUCdllCtly described the broad policy 011 traffic versus
content monitoring and plact.'<I. the issue under a ueut.ral
perspective. We highlighted the fact that posing important questions and providing algorithmic solutions to them
is in itself a \'ery interesting and challenging task for this
domain. The experiments and results for the two metries
demonstrate the utility of studying these issues to gather
a better understanding of the a.lgorithmic issues. There is
considerable interest and scope for future work 011 the subject of instant message mining, induding the use of this
dataset to formulate problems in determining communities
of users, extracting relationship illfonnatioll more effc..'Ctivcly
and visualization of evolving networks to dte a few possible
directions.

6,
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